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In English this week: 

Year 1 and Year 2 have been writing their letters on being astronauts. Can they tell you why they would make an 

incredible astronaut? What jobs might they have to do on a space shuttle? 

Year 2 have completed their letters. They explained why they would make a brilliant astronauts, discussing the different 

roles they might have. Can they explain why they would make a fantastic astronaut? Can they say why they would be good 

a the different roles? 

 

As part of Mathematics: Year 1 have begun to look at money. Can your child name all the different coins? Can they have a 

go at  making 5p , 10p, 150 and 20p? what coins have they used? 

In Year 2 we have been looking at money. We have been adding different coins. If you draw a 20p coin, 50p coin and a 5p 

coin, can your child recognise the coins and then add them together? What is the total? 

 

Reminders: 

Planetarium for KS1 on Tuesday 19th June 2018. 

Attendance for KS1: 

Class 9 -97.8% 

Class 6 –96.6% 

Class 7 –94.5% 

Class 8-99% 

 

Homework 

Please return homework the following week and hand in to the homework tray situated in the classroom. 

 

Spellings 

There will be a change to the spelling format in KS1. Children will continue to receive the list of spellings to practise 

each week but in addition to the spellings, children will be tested on a sentence containing the words. However, the 

sentence will not be sent home, can you get your child to practise applying the words by creating their very own 

sentences.  

 

Reading Diary’s 

Children in KS1 have all been provided with a Home Reading Diary, this can be filled in daily based on your child 

reading a couple of pages of a book or a whole book. Please can this be returned to school each day.  There are books 

situated in the classroom for your child to take home daily. Reading is extremely important to your child’s 

development so we really encourage your child to read a book or pages of a book daily. If you are unsure of your 

child’s reading book colour then please ask your teacher.  

 

 

Thank you  

KS1 


